
ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION

The total mileage of cable tunnels in China is increasing in recent years,

the maintenance and inspection costs are also increasing. Large-scale

deployment of detector in cable tunnel is an efficient way to reduce

maintenance cost and improve inspection efficiency. The massive

detector deployment leads to new challenges for power communication

networks. This study designed an online cable tunnel monitoring system

based on 5G network slicing technology. Taking advantage of the

characteristics of 5G technology such as high bandwidth, low latency and

wide connectivity, data collected by monitoring terminals and inspection

robots are transmitted to the control side in real-time. With this online

monitoring system, the accurate tunnel environment monitoring, cable

faults identification and potential dangers elimination are realized. This

system can provide a strong guarantee for underground transmission lines

operation and has significant meaning for smart grid construction.

To realize automatic online cable tunnel monitoring, it is necessary to

equip a large number of detectors as monitoring terminals in cable tunnel.

As a newly communication network technology, 5G network slicing with

characteristics of wide connectivity, flexibility and reliability is suitable

for constructing the communication network of cable tunnel online

monitoring system.In this study, 5G network slicing technology is used to

construct communication network of cable tunnel online monitoring

system for the first time. The monitoring system deploys environment

monitoring terminals and uses inspection robots to conduct routine

inspection of cable tunnels. 5G slicing network meets the network

requirements of large bandwidth, low latency and massive connections

for monitoring system and the isolation, security and reliability

requirements for power system. This system improves the automation of

the cable tunnel inspection and realized online cable tunnel monitoring.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

5G network slicing technology divides a 5G physical network into multiple logical networks so that each service can be isolated by its own logical network.The

cable tunnel online monitoring system constructed in this study adopts distributed monitoring to continuously monitor and detect the operating states of high

voltage cables and cable tunnel.The 5G network was divided into six network slices by telecom operator, including four production slices and two management

slices.In this study, the inspection robot, video surveillance probe and status monitoring terminal are embedded with 5G communication module to make each

terminal has wireless connection ability.

RESULTS

According to test results, the average upload speed of 5G network is 99 Mbps, and the average download speed is 888 Mbps. The test results show that the

average multi-threaded upload speed is 99 Mbps and the average multi-threaded download speed is 342 Mbps. The test results show that 5G network

transmission speed meets the design requirements.The measured bidirectional maximum delay is 115 ms, bidirectional minimum delay is 11 ms, bidirectional

average delay is 17 ms and unidirectional average delay is 8.5 ms. The test results show that 5G network latency meet the design requirement.The different

degrees of network delays were added to the upstream and downstream directions with bandwidth limited to 20 Mbps. The test results showed that the visible

video and infrared video transmission and robot control were not affected when latency was increased 50 ms. When latency was increased to 500 ms and 1

second, the visible video began crash and infrared video appeared delay, the robot control was also appeared delay. When latency was increases to 2.5 seconds,

visible and infrared videos were cutoff, the inspection robot control with serious stuck. The results are summarized in Table 4.

CONCLUSION

In this study, 5G network slicing technology was used to provide a wireless communication network for the tunnel automatic inspection system equipped with a

large number of environmental monitoring terminals and mobile inspection robots in a 3.8 km cable tunnel. After testing, the average uplink rate of the system

network is 99 Mbps and the average downlink band rate is 888 Mbps, both of which are larger than design standard of 4G network (300 Mbps download and 75.4

Mbps upload). The average unidirectional latency is 8.5 ms, far less than 30-40 ms latency of 4G network. The 5G slicing network designed in this study meets the

network requirements of large number of terminal access in the online monitoring system and real-time transmission and control of high-definition video of

inspection robots.
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